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GARDEN ITEMS

Spring 2022

PLANTER TRIO $34
Handmade from partially recycled iron sheets. Planters are watertight with interior waterproof coating and small drainage hole. Tray: 16"x 5"w x 1 1/2"h; Pots: 4 1/4"h x 4 3/4"dia Made in India

VEGETABLE GARDENING WISDOM $16.95
Kelly Smith Trimble shares her tried-and-true ideas and guidance for finding success and enjoyment in every aspect of vegetable gardening.

STAMPED WATERING CAN $30
Handmade from partially recycled iron sheets. Holds 3.5 liters. 8"h x 16"w x 6"d Made in India

BLUE GARDEN TOOL SET $26
Hand trowel and rake are each sand cast in aluminum as a single, durable piece. 10" Made in India

DIRT CHEAP GREEN THUMB $10
Rhonda Massingham Hart provides practical, time-tested tips that stretch your dollar even as they yield beautiful, bountiful plants.

RED GARDEN TOOL SET $36
Each of these charming hand tools is sand cast in aluminum as a single, durable piece.

GARDEN MARKERS $6
Bamboo garden markers are 7". Made in China.

BACKYARD HOMESTEAD SEASONAL PLANNER $18.95
Author Ann Larkin Hansen sets the priorities for each area of the farm, including the barn, garden, orchard, field, pasture, and woodlot.

HEMP TWINE $7.50 EACH
Support your garden plants or put finished touches on a lovely gift. Available in red and green
**SHOP@HEIFER**

**WIND CHIMES**

*Spring 2022*

---

**DELICATE SONG BELL CHIME $27**

Recycled iron hanger has copper bells. Measures 15.5 inches by 5 inches. Made in India.

---

**BAMBOO CHIME $16**

All-natural coconut shell top hung with bamboo pipes has a gentle sound. 36in. l x 5in. dia. Made in Indonesia.

---

**PAINTED BELL CHIME $18**

Recycled metal chime with hand-painted bells with wooden clappers. 26”h x 1 1/2 dia. Made in India.

---

**ANANDA BLISS CHIME $26**

Upcycled metal hanging bell chime displays five handcrafted copper bells in a quatrefoil design. Measures 12.5” L, 5” W. Made in India.

---

**RECYCLED IRON WIND CHIME $44**

Artisans in northern India use recycled iron to create the frame of this architectural wind chime, accented with brass bells and colorful glass beads. Made in India.

---

**BIRD HOUSE VILLAGE METAL BELL HANGER $12**

Cut, welded and embossed recycled iron finished with glass beads and metal clappers. 29” long. Made in India.

---

**GOLDEN FINCH METAL BELL HANGER $8**

Recycled iron has been painted by hand, includes glass beads and metal clapper. 14 1/2”long. Made in India.

---

**GOLDEN BELL CHIME $28**

Five rich, varying bell tones achieved from nine chimes. Ready to hang. Made in India.

---

**BATIK WIND CHIME $26**

Bamboo tubes are cut and stained a deep auburn, then wrapped at top with traditional batik fabric, sealed to protect it from the elements. 23 1/2” l x 5 1/2” dia. Made in Indonesia.

---
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SMALL YELLOW DISH $22  LARGE YELLOW DISH $46  MEDIUM YELLOW DISH $28

Colorful ceramic bowl is intricately hand painted with bold floral patterns, a traditional Palestinian craft. High gloss glaze. Slight variations may occur due to handmade techniques. Food and microwave safe. Not oven safe. Hand wash. Made in the West Bank
Small: 1 3/4"h x 6"dia.  Medium: 2"h x 7"dia.  Large: 2in. h x 11in. dia.

APPETIZER PLATES $8 EACH  RED PLATTER $24  DIPPING BOWLS $8 EACH

Colorful ceramic bowl is intricately hand painted with bold floral patterns, a traditional Palestinian craft. High gloss glaze. Slight variations may occur due to handmade techniques. Food and microwave safe. Not oven safe. Hand wash.
Made in the West Bank. Appetizer Plates: 1"h x 5 1/4"dia  Red Platter: 1 1/2"h x 9"dia  Dipping Bowls: 1 1/2"h x 3 1/2"dia.

REPEAT WARE CAYENNE $12

Bamboo utensil set to round out the perfect toolkit for life on the go? A handy carabiner on the back lets you clip and carry a fork, knife, spoon, and chopsticks wherever they may roam. Perfect for a busy lifestyle and our precious planet. Case is made from 100% post-consumer recycled plastic bottles.

RED SERVING BOWL $38

Colorful ceramic bowl is intricately hand painted with bold floral patterns, a traditional Palestinian craft. High gloss glaze. Slight variations may occur due to handmade techniques. Food and microwave safe. Not oven safe. Hand wash.
Made in the West Bank. 2 3/4"h x 8 1/2"dia

HONEY DIPPER $5

The sleek profile controls honey flow and fits naturally in your hand. Made from Certified Organic bamboo, each dipper is hand-burnished with our "bee" icon. 6" long.
SHOP@HEIFER KITCHEN
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REUSABLE BAMBOO STRAWS W/CLEANING BRUSH $10
Reusable bamboo straws are the only straws that are 100% USDA certified organic. Cleaning brush is also all-natural, made from sisal.

RUSTIC COMPOSTING CROCK $40
Place on your counter top to save scraps for your composting pile. 9 1/2 inches high includes 2 two-month filter

BABY TEETHING TOOLS W/COTTON LEASH $12
BABY TRAINING SPOON W/COTTON LEASH $11
These non-plastic teething tools & training spoons are made from USDA certified organic bamboo and finished with organic food-safe oil. Not recommended for dishwasher or prolonged soaking. Not recommended for microwave.

FELTED KITCHEN OVEN MIT $12
Hand felted so that they will protect your hand when reaching for a hot pan in the oven. They come in assorted flower, murano stripe, and multicolor dot designs. Cold water gentle wash. Lay flat to dry. Made In Nepal.

BAMBOO BOARDS
Small: $13.50: 9” L x 6” W x 3/8” H
Medium: $25.50: 12” L x 8” W x 5/8” H
Large: $32.00: 15” L x 11” W x 3/4” H

FELTED KITCHEN POT HOLDER $10
8 x 8 hand felted. They come in assorted flower, murano stripe, and multicolor dot designs. Cold water gentle wash. Lay flat to dry. Made in Nepal.

STRIPE APRON $18
A hand woven colorful striped bib apron with large front pocket. The apron measures 30 inches long and 23 inches wide with a nice long adjustable neck and belt strap so this can fit small to extra large! The dyes are colorfast and can be machine washed and dried. Made in Nepal.

HAND FELTED KITCHEN TRIVET $11.50
8 inches round with assorted designs these make wonderful gifts and can even be used as a potholder. They can be washed in cold water and laid flat to dry. Made in Nepal.

STRIPE DISH TOWELS SET OF 3 $22
Hand woven, durable and long lasting striped cotton dish towel. These towels measure 18” X 24” with a small loop hanger. The dyes are colorfast and can be machine washed and dried. Made in Nepal.
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---

**SPIRAL MACRAME PLANT HANGER $16**

Knotted by artisans in Bangladesh using cream colored cotton cord. Includes loop for hanging. Holds your planters up to 8” dia. 37”

---

**MACRAME SHOULDER BAG CREAM W/FRINGE $21**

Measures approximately 10” wide and 11” long, 27” strap. Made in India.

---

**MINI MACRAME PLANT HOLDER $15**

Woven by artisans in Bangladesh using cream-colored cotton cord. Hanging loop woven into hanger. Small pot included. 15”i x 3”w

---

**GORARA ESSENTIAL OIL DIFFUSER $18**

Artisans use stone carving techniques and patterns to create this natural gorara stone diffuser. 3” h x 3 1/2” dia. Made in India

---

**SOAPSTONE CIRCLE OF FRIENDS $13 EACH**

Hand carved from soapstone, these sculptures are 3 inches in diameter and 3 inches high. Natural stone with color variations. Made in Kenya.

---

**STONE-CARVED MORTAR & PESTLE $20**

Carved gorara stone mortar has a vining leaf design and is polished to a smooth finish on the exterior. mortar: 3 1/4”h x 4”dia, pestle: 4”i x 1 1/2”dia. Made in India.

---

**LATTICE BIRD WALL ART STRAIGHT WINGS $16.00**

Recycled metal oil drums, hammered and embossed by hand. 10”i x 10 1/4”w. Made in Haiti.

---

**LATTICE BIRD WALL ART V-WING $16**

Recycled metal oil drums, hammered and embossed by hand. 8 1/2”i x 10”w. Made in Haiti.

---

**FORWARD WINGS BIRD WALL ART $16.00**

Recycled metal oil drums, hammered and embossed by hand. 7 1/4”i x 11 1/2”w Made in Haiti.
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---

**BLUE CHICKEN BOX $16**
Decorative box created with papier-mâché. Not recommended for use with food. 5”h x 3”w x 4 1/2”d. Made in India.

---

**MULTICOLOR EGG $36**
Hand-blown glass, by Arkansas Glass Artist, James Hayes.

---

**FELTED CHICKEN ORNAMENT $10 PER SET**
Freshly hatched hand-felted wool chicks. Made in Nepal.

---

**FELTED WELCOME SIGN $28**
Each letter measures 3” tall X 2.5” wide and is needle felted in assorted colors and designs. Made in Nepal.

---

**NEVER LOSE SPIRIT $45**
Hand-blown glass, by Arkansas Glass Artist, James Hayes.

---

**FELTED PEACE SIGN $20**
Each letter measures 3” tall X 2.5” wide and is needle felted in assorted colors and designs. Made in Nepal.

---

**WOVEN PETAL WREATH $34**
Artists in the Philippines form this cheerful abaca wreath by hand. 17” dia. Made in the Philippines.

---

**FLOWER WREATH OIL DRUM ART $45**
Recycled oil drums. Artisans in Haiti cut, hammer, emboss, and paint each piece by hand for remarkable texture and precise detail. Hang from any cutout area. 12 1/2”dia Made in Haiti.

---

**PEACE WREATH $26**
Natural wreath of takip-asin wood wrapped in sustainably harvested galtang vine 17” dia. Made in Philippines.
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COLOR-WRAPPED OVAL KAISA BASKETS SET OF 2 $38
Kaisa grass in natural tones and wrapped in colorful strips of dyed palm leaf. Sm: 7”h x 15”1 x 12”d, lg: 8 1/2”h x 18 1/2”x 14 1/2”d. Made in Bangladesh.

RAINBOW BIKE BASKET $62
Fastens with adjustable black leather buckle straps. 8in. h x 13in. w x 8in. d. Made in Ghana.

SAMADRA SHORE BASKETS SET OF 2 $48
Sm: 9 1/2”h x 10 1/4”w; Lg: 10 1/4”h x 12”w. Made in Bangladesh.

TEAL RECTANGLE BASKET $34
Handwoven from dyed kaisa grass and mela leaf, with inset handles to make carrying a breeze. 12”h x 14 1/2”w x 10”d. Made in Bangladesh.

DHAKA MARKET BASKET $36
Kaisa grass. Dimensions include handles. 15 3/4”h x 9 3/4”w x 7 1/4” at bottom; top measures 17”.

ULTRA MARINE BUCKET BASKET $27
Kaisa grass basket is perfect for keeping items tucked away in brilliant decorative style. Cutout handles. 11”h x 17”dia.

NATURAL NESTING BASKETS SET OF 3 $78
Sm: 10”h x 10 1/2”dia. med: 12”h x 13”dia. lg: 12 1/2”h x 14”dia.
Made in Bangladesh.

RAINBOW BUCKET BASKET $34
Hand woven from natural kaisa grass. 11 3/4in. h x 17in. dia. Made in Bangladesh.

DOCKSIDE BASKET SET OF 2 $78
Sm: 12”h x 12”dia with 9” handles; Lg: 15”h x 15”dia with 10 3/4” handles. Made in Bangladesh.
PIG OR FOX BANK $24 EACH
Coin bank handcrafted from ethically sourced leather features embossed, vegetable dyed pig design. Measures 7.5” L, 1.75” W, 5.25” H Made in India Not a toy.

COIN PURSES $9 EACH
Leather coin purse, snaps closed. 2 1/2” sq. Made in India

ELEPHANT OR OWL BANK $20 EACH
Coin bank handcrafted from ethically sourced leather features embossed, vegetable dyed pig design. 4 1/2in. h x 7 3/4in. w x 1 3/4in. Made in India. Not a toy.

ELEPHANT COIN PURSE $8
Colorful dyed leather coin purse embossed with elephant pattern has zip closure for easy access to contents. Lined interior has attached key ring. 3 1/2”h x 5 1/2”w x 1 1/2”d. Made in India

MEN’S COMPACT LEATHER WALLET $24
This compact men’s wallet lays flat with the world and the phrase "miles to go" embossed onto its sustainable leather. Holds three credit card slots, as well as a section for bills. Measures 3 by 4.5 inches.

RECYCLED PLASTIC & LEATHER COIN PURSE $10
Made from recycled plastic bags woven with cotton warp with leather trim. Fully lined, zip closure. Assorted colors. Approximately 4 1/2”W x 3” H. Made in Guatemala

JALINI DESK MATES FISH $10
Jalini Desk Mates feature the master craftsmanship of Blue Pottery of Jaipur with intricately hand painted detail and lead-free glaze. Pottery is an age-old art in India

TINY MINI SOAPSTONE HIPPOS $3
Carved from soapstone in Western Kenya, this Hippo is like none found in nature but seeing one of these with its brilliant colors and whimsical shape can surely act as a close substitute to seeing one in the wild.1.5 to 2 inches in length. Made in Kenya.

JALINI DESK MATES TURTLE $10
Jalini Desk Mates feature the master craftsmanship of Blue Pottery of Jaipur with intricately hand painted detail and lead-free glaze. Pottery is an age-old art in India
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MEDIUM FLORAL ZIPPER POUCH $18
Hand embroidered, natural cotton canvas pouch is lined and has antique brass zipper. Spot clean. 7”h x 9”w. Made in India.

HAPPY LLAMA FELT COIN PURSE $18
The coin purse is made with 100% natural wool and non-toxic, azo-free dyes. 5” x 3.5”. Made in Nepal.

SMALL FLORAL ZIPPER POUCH $15
Hand embroidered, natural cotton canvas pouch is lined and has antique brass zipper. Spot clean. 4” h x 9” w. Made in India.

SMALL BICYCLE ZIPPER POUCH $18
Hand embroidered, natural cotton canvas pouch is lined and has antique brass zipper. Spot clean 7”h x 9”w. Made in India.

VINTAGE BICYCLE TOTE $15
Canvas tote is screen-printed. Gusseted sides and bottom. Reinforced straps are 24”l. 15”h x 14”w x 4 1/2”d Made in Bangladesh.

TRIO BICYCLE ZIPPER POUCH $15
Hand embroidered, natural cotton canvas pouch is lined and has antique brass zipper. Spot clean. 4” h x 9” w. Made in India.

GYARI PATCH BUCKET BAG $25
Gyari patch bucket bag, with zip top, adjustable strap, and two external zip pockets and one internal zip pocket. 13” X 13.5” Made India.

COTTON STRIPED BAG $22
Assorted bright stripe heavy cotton messenger or computer bag with button and loop closure. 14” w x 12”l x 5”d. Made in Nepal

MANDALA ART LARGE BAG $25
This beautiful has stunning embroidery work, has a flap and is 13” x 13”. Made in Nepal.
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**TACO SHAPED COIN PURSE $10**
Made from elephant grasses that are dyed with natural dyes. Assorted colors available. Made in Cambodia.

**MANGO SHAPED COIN PURSE #10**
Made from elephant grasses that are dyed with natural dyes. Assorted colors available. Made in Cambodia.

**CELLPHONE WALLET CASE $18**
Made from elephant grasses that are dyed with natural dyes. Assorted colors available. Made in Cambodia.

- **NEW TRAVELER $48**
- **NEW TRAVELER OVAL MED $48**
- **NEW TRAVELER OVAL MINI $43**
Made from elephant grasses that are dyed with natural dyes. Assorted colors available. Made in Cambodia.

- **NEW COLLAPSIBLE CHANRATHA MED $45**
- **MEDIUM CHANRATHA $37**
Made from elephant grasses that are dyed with natural dyes. Assorted colors available. Made in Cambodia.

- **LE PIQUE LARGE $60**
- **LE PIQUE MEDIUM $40**
- **LE PIQUE SMALL $30**
Made from elephant grasses that are dyed with natural dyes. Assorted colors available. Made in Cambodia.

**APPLE SHAPED COIN PURSE $12**
Made from elephant grasses that are dyed with natural dyes. Assorted colors available. Made in Cambodia.

**DOLLAR BILL PURSE $17**
Made from elephant grasses that are dyed with natural dyes. Assorted colors available. Made in Cambodia.

**OVAL SHAPED COIN PURSE $10**
Made from elephant grasses that are dyed with natural dyes. Assorted colors available. Made in Cambodia.
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**KINARA EARRINGS $18**
Light wooden beads complement handmade grey palawa stone and jute-wrapped round beads; accented by small shell discs and multi-faceted brass beads. Brass hooks. 1 3/4”
Made in India

**KINARA NECKLACE $20**
Light wooden beads complement handmade grey palawa stone and jute-wrapped round beads, accented by small shell discs and multi-faceted brass beads. Necklace is adjustable up to 25”.
Lobster clasp. Made in India

**AMARA EARRINGS $18**
Artisans weave dried cane to craft these beautiful, lightweight earrings. Accented with hand-carved bone beads. Brass hooks. 2 1/4” Made in India

**TAXCO TURQUOISE OVAL ALPACA SILVER EARRINGS $21**
Handcrafted silver-plated oval earrings with man-made turquoise. Earring drop is 1.5”. Sterling silver loops. Made in Mexico.

**TAGUA COOL PEBBLE NECKLACE $32**
Tagua seeds are dyed in jewel-tone colors, each element revealing its own unique shape and natural pattern. Colors may vary slightly. Waxed fiber cords are adjustable to size as you like. Layered four-strand necklace. adjusts to 27”.
Made in Ecuador

**ROCA EARRINGS $22**
Three natural, sustainable tagua nut beads are dyed in an array of cool tones, each element revealing its own unique shape and natural pattern. Colors may vary slightly. Sterling silver hooks. 2 1/4” made in Ecuador

**CONFETTI NECKLACE $30**
Tagua seeds are dyed in jewel-tone colors, each element revealing its own unique shape and natural pattern. Colors may vary slightly. Waxed fiber cords are adjustable to size as you like. Layered four-strand necklace. adjusts to 27”.
Made in Ecuador

**CONFETTI EARRINGS $22**
Colorful cluster earrings made from dyed acai and tagua seeds on knotted nylon cords. Brass-colored seed bead accents. Sterling silver hooks. 2 1/8” Made in Ecuador

**SILK NECKLACE $20**
Beautiful necklace made of silk and cotton sari beads with bone bead spacers which provide weight and quality. The sari beads graduate in size. Total length of necklace is 26”.
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**KYLA STATEMENT EARRINGS $22**
Measures 4 1/2” long; with nickel-free, lead-free French ear wires. Colors and patterns will vary due to the repurposed cotton Kantha fabric.

**KANTHA MINI HOOP EARRINGS $15**
Colors and patterns will vary due to the repurposed cotton Kantha fabric.

**KANTHA CLUSTER FRINGE EARRINGS $16**
Measures 4” long; with French earing wires. Colors and patterns will vary.

---

**KANTHA CONNECTION BRACELET YELLOW HOPE $12**
This repurposed textile bracelet comes with a Hope attribute tag, which reads “Hope reminds us of our limitless potential for the future. This Hope Bracelet brings new possibilities to women artisans in India.”

**WARM SARI HOOP EARRINGS $12**
Recycled cotton saris, fabric colors and patterns will vary. Brass hooks. 1 1/2”h x 1 1/2”w

**METALBLOCK KANTHA BRACELET $12**
Metallic cut gold discs and Kantha wrapped beads alternate to form this chic, colorful style. Measures 1/4” wide; stretches to fit most wrists. Colors and patterns will vary due to the repurposed fabric

---

**TASSEL & BEAD EARRINGS $6 PURPLE OR GREEN**
Three beads with a matching tassel fall gracefully from french hook ear wires. 3” Made in Guatemala.

**COOL SARI HOOP EARRINGS $12**
Recycled cotton saris, fabric colors and patterns will vary. Brass hooks. 1 1/2”h x 1 1/2”w

**EVE EARRINGS $18**
Metallic with a splash of color, plated brass. 2” drop. 1” wide. From Thailand and Vietnam. Top: Seaside Middle: Viola Bottom: Blue
SHOP@HEIFER
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DEEP PURPLE WITH ABALONE PETALS $12
These wide tear-drop shaped earrings are 1.5” long by .75” wide with alpaca silver hooks. Handcrafted in Mexico.

MULBERRY CLAM SHELL ELONGATED TEARDROP $14
Measures 1.25” long by .25” wide with alpaca silver hooks. Handcrafted in Mexico.

MULTI-COLORED RESIN HOOP EARRINGS $32
Handcrafted wide hoop earrings in multi-colored resin. Hypoallergenic post. 1.75 inch width. Drop is 2 inches. Due to the organic nature of acetate/resin, the marbleization of each piece will vary.

LAUREN CHERRY EARRINGS $15
Semi-precious teardrop earrings in red, made from rough-cut glass and brass beads. Plated brass findings. Measurements: 1.5 inch drop, 1 inch wide. Made in Thailand and Vietnam

LAUREN CHERRY WRAP BRACELET $26
Measurements: 19 inches end to end, adjustable 5 inches cording. Materials: Beads, brass, and vegan leather. from Thailand and Vietnam

ERIN CRANBERRY KNOT BRACELET $10
Measures 6” end to end, adjustable 2.5” cording. Handcrafted in Thailand from semi-precious stone, brass, crystal, and vegan leather.

LAUREN MIDNIGHT EARRINGS #15
Semi-precious teardrop earrings in gold and black, made from rough-cut glass and brass beads. Plated brass findings. Measurements: 1.5 inch drop, 1 inch wide. Made in Thailand and Vietnam

LAUREN MIDNIGHT WRAP BRACELET $26
Measurements: 19 inches end to end, adjustable 5 inches cording. Materials: Beads, brass, and vegan leather. from Thailand and Vietnam

ERIN THUNDERSTORM KNOT BRACELET $10
Measures 6” end to end, adjustable 2.5” cording. Handcrafted in Thailand from semi-precious stone, brass, crystal, and vegan leather.
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WOMENS BEACH HAT
$36
One size (22" or hat size 7). Approx. 5-5 1/2" brim with nylon chin strap w/plastic bead. Grosgrain sweatband. Hand-woven palm. UPF 50+

WOMENS BOATER WIDE BRIM
$44
Approx. 4 1/2" - 5" brim. Elasticized inner sweatband Hand-woven palm. UPF 50+

WOMEN'S ELEGANT RANCHER
$35
Don't let the strong sun hinder your outdoor activities. Hand-woven in Mexico using a centuries-old tradition.

UNISEX DURANGO
$36
Approx. 4" brim. Stretch sweatband. Hand-woven palm. UPF 50+

UNISEX/MENS LIFEGUARD
$36
This lifeguard straw hat is made of handwoven palm, so it doesn't get too hot on your head. The stretch sweatband woven into the hat holds with a snug fit without being too tight.

WESTERN DAKOTA LIGHT
$36
These country western hats have a 3" front brim, 3 1/2" side brim, providing plenty of shade for your face. UPF 50+ sun protection rating. The stretch sweatband along the inside will keep your head cool, too.

UNISEX GARDENER LATTICE
$35
At Tula Hats, you'll find our unisex straw gardening hat is attractive and practical for everyone! Although it was designed for men to wear, it looks great on women as well. Hand-woven and available in a simple style, this gardener sun hat will keep you cool in hot weather. Our hat comes with a UPF of 50+ which guarantees you'll be safe from the harsh UV rays of sunshine and it also has a stretch sweatband that adjusts to give you the right fit every time and a secure nylon strap with a spring-loaded ball lock to make sure it doesn't blow off on windy days. Hand-woven palm. Made in a small village in the mountains of Mexico.

UNISEX OUTBACK LATTICE
$35

UNISEX GARDENER SOLID
$36

Handcrafted from 100 percent natural palm fiber using a centuries-old technique, our kids’ straw hats are one of a kind and will be cherished over the years. They’ve also been awarded the highest degree of sun protection – UPF 50+ – by the California Polytechnic Textile Research and Testing Laboratory, so you can rest assured they’ll keep the sun at bay.

**CHILDREN’S ABBY** $22  
One size (22” or hat size 7). Approx. 3 1/2” brim. Grosgrain sweatband. Hand-woven palm. UPF 50+

**CHILDREN’S RANCH** $22  
One size (22” or hat size 7). Approx. 3 1/2” brim. Grosgrain sweatband. Hand-woven palm. UPF 50+

**CHILDREN’S OUTBACK** $22  
One size (22” or hat size 7). Approx. 3 1/2” brim. Grosgrain sweatband. Hand-woven palm. UPF 50+

**WOMEN’S ROCKPORT BLACK BAND** $36  
One size (22” or hat size 7). Approx. 3 1/2” brim. Grosgrain sweatband. Hand-woven palm. UPF 50+

**WOMEN’S SOMERSET** $44  
No matter if you want to garden, travel, relax by the beach or simply have a stylish hat to wear outside, our sun hat with bow is the perfect accessory to protect you from the sun!

**WOMEN’S ROCKPORT LATTICE** $36  
One size (22” or hat size 7). Approx. 3 1/2” brim. Grosgrain sweatband. Hand-woven palm. UPF 50+

**UNISEX/MEN’S CLARK** $40  
Approx. 3 1/4” brim. Stretch sweatband. Hand-woven palm. UPF 50+

**MEN’S EXPLORER BLACK OR MULTI COLORED BAND** $34  
Approx. 3 1/4” brim. Stretch sweatband. Hand-woven palm. UPF 50+

**WOMEN’S ELLA MULTI-STRIPED BOW** $44  
One size (22” or hat size 7). Approx. 3 1/2” Brim Hand-sewn black/white/khaki grosgrain ribbon Stretch sweatband. Hand-woven palm. UPF 50+.
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BOUQUET & BIRDS 500 PIECE PUZZLE $18
This meticulously embroidered bouquet is so convincing it has attracted a few birds and butterflies. Made from 90% recycled gray board; printed with vegetable based inks.

TREE OF LIFE 1000 PIECE PUZZLE $20
The Tree of Life is inspired by a medieval tapestry. Illustrated by Jennifer Orkin Lewis. Made from 90% recycled gray board; printed with vegetable based inks.

BLUE BIRD YELLOW BIRD 500 PIECE PUZZLE $18
This intricate collage of embroideries from around the world will transport any puzzler into focused calm. Made from 90% recycled gray board; printed with vegetable based inks.

CATS IN POSITANO 1000 PIECE PUZZLE $20
Relax with these lounging cats on the Amalfi Coast. Made from 90% recycled gray board; printed with vegetable based inks.

DOGS IN THE PARK 1000 PIECE PUZZLE $20
Puzzle your way through edibo's Dog Park 1000 Piece Puzzle, illustrated by Monika Forsberg (@monika_forsberg). Made from 90% recycled gray board; printed with vegetable based inks.

EATING OUTSIDE 1000 PIECE PUZZLE $20
A fiery palette of reds oranges and purples offers a challenge to the discerning puzzler in Ana Lesov's painting of a mysterious woman reclining for an al fresco lunch. Made from 90% recycled gray board; printed with vegetable based inks.

MOON DANCE 500 PIECE PUZZLE $18
A celebration of sisterhood and the magic of the natural world is captured in the artwork of Uta Kroigmann (@MiraParadies). Made from 90% recycled gray board; printed with vegetable based inks.

URBAN GARDEN 1000 PIECE PUZZLE $20
The simple pleasure of nurturing seeds into a lush garden can bring about a perfect level of calm in the cacophony of the city. Made from 90% recycled gray board; printed with vegetable based inks.

WHIMSICAL VILLAGE 1000 PIECE PUZZLE $20
Take a stroll through this Whimsical Village or perhaps ride your bike to the bakery for a pastry. Featuring art by Anisa Makhoul (@anisamakhoul). Made from 90% recycled gray board; printed with vegetable based inks.
FARM FRIENDS HAND-PUPPET $5 EACH
Made with brightly patterned, washable fabrics. These soft sweet hand puppets are sure to be go-to toys for years to come. Chose from sheep, cow, pig or horse.

WHO’S IN THE GARDEN BOARD BOOK $14.99
By Philis Gershator. In this delightful novelty peepa book, small children are invited to look through the holes on every other page to answer the repeating refrain, ‘Who’s coming to see how my garden grows?’

SHIBORI BUTTERFLY WINGS $28
Charming, perfectly playful, vibrant purple, green, teal, and blue shibori-dyed dress-up wings with pom accents along the border for children ages 3 - 8. Made in India

MUSICAL FARM YARD CUBE $20
Press the noses to hear a different farm yard song for every side.

MACCA THE ALPACA $14.99
Written by Matt Cosgrove. In this adorable, quirky picture book, Macca the alpaca loves splashing in puddles and gives the best cuddles. But when he bumps into a big bullying llama named Harmer (who’s no charmer), Macca must prove the value of smarts and kindness.

LLAMA FELT ZOOTIES $24
Outrageously cute, this pair of felt baby booties are handmade in Kyrgyzstan by a women’s cooperative. For infants ages 0-12 months, the actual size will vary depending on the design. Made in Kyrgyzstan

PEACOCK ZOOTIES $24
Outrageously cute, this pair of felt baby booties are handmade in Kyrgyzstan by a women’s cooperative. For infants ages 0-12 months, the actual size will vary depending on the design. Made in Kyrgyzstan (Central Asia)

WHO’S IN THE FARMYARD BOARD BOOK $14.99
By Philis Gershator. Head down to the farm and spot frisky goats bleating in the garden, little lambs baaing in the fields and many other animals and their babies being woken up by the roosters crow.

COUNT YOUR CHICKENS! BOARD GAME $17.99
FARM FUN: The baby chicks have flown the coop & Mama Hen needs help to bring them back. Spin & count numbers to travel and collect chicks while working together. Gather all the chicks & everyone wins!
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HEIFER TOTE $12
HYacinth or Turquoise
100% polyester fabric, wipes clean. Two internal pockets and one external pocket.

ALPACAPALOOZA COLOR CHANGING CUPS $2.50 EACH
Each cup comes with a lid and straw. Pink turns to purple and green turns to blue when cold liquid is poured in.

GOAT MILK SOAPS $3.50 EACH
Handmade at Heifer Urban Farm, in Little Rock, Arkansas.

GOATCHELLA T-SHIRT $12
52% Cotton, 48% polyester, Bella Canvas. Available sizes: M, L, XL & XXL.

TEACH A MAN TO FISH T-SHIRT $17
100% cotton, Bella Canvas. Available sizes: XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL & XXXXL.

GOATCHELLA TANK TOP $15
100% cotton, Bella Canvas. Available sizes: M, L, XL & XXL.

ALPACAPALOOZA BLUE T-SHIRT $12
Youth Sizes: 2T through Large. 100% cotton.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SUNSHINE T-SHIRT $10
Youth Sizes: 2T through Extra Large. 100% cotton.

ALPACAPALOOZA RED T-SHIRT $10
Youth Sizes: 2T through Extra Large. 100% cotton.
SHOP@HEIFER
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TO ORDER: 501-907-8805 OR SHOP@HEIFER.ORG

Follow us on Instagram @shopattheifer for updates.